We propose a novel similarity measure for Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) The proposed measure is defined on the basis of the Bayes probability of error and thus is well suited for analyzing misclassification behavior. It integrates very elegantly into common HMM based classification methods, as will be demonstrated. We shall therefore start with a short review of the underlying handwriting recognition system in the following section. Section 3 then describes the similarity measure and experimental results with this measure are presented in section 4. Section 5 provides a summary of this contribution.
Introduction 2 Recognition
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based techniques are frequently used for modeling handwritten symbols like characters or sub-characters in handwriting recognition. Their success is based mainly on powerful methods to adapt and score them. The complex structure of HMMs makes it difficult however to give a unique measure of similarity between two (or more) HMMs. In this contribution we propose a method for comparing HMMs based on the Bayes probability of error. We also show experimentally gained measures for lower case character models which are trained on the UNIPEN online handwriting database [3] and compare them to classification results.
Applications of HMM similarity measures are manifold. They can be used for monitoring and controlling the parameter re-estimation during the training process or as a mea-
Feature selection
Here we are dealing with a system for online data. A character is represented as a polygon 7 = (tl,
. t N T ) .
Each element ti describes a feature vector at sample point i. In our case, the feature vector is ti = (&l&,8i)T:
and iji = i!ck~ are the horizontal x-and vertical y-coordinates of the writing shifted by the character mean (,uzlpLy) and normalized by the y-deviation oy.
The feature 8i is the tangent slope angle at point i, approx-
with j 2 = -1 and "ang" the complex angle function.
The data is sampled at regular interval in time. No preprocessing, such as re-sampling of the writing or reference U Y U Y line detection, is applied in this case. Each pattern is typically represented by about 30-80 samples.
Classification
Classification is accomplished by dynamic time warping (DTW) [ I I] with an extension to incorporate a second order statistic, a technique which we call "statistical DTW" (SDTW).
To be more specific: the classifier is defined by the minimum distance D ('T,Rlk) of the test pattern 7 to a set of reference models Rlk and the prior probabilities 7rlk ( I corresponds to a character class and IC to an allograph prototype, i.e. a characteristic shape of class 1) and the classifier distance D (7, 'Elk) in ( 1 ) is the distance ( 2 ) along the Viterbi path q5* D (7, R"") = D+* (7, R '~) = min { D+ (7, R"") } .
(3) Several choices of local continuity constraints which define the allowable warping paths are conceivable. We use the ones illustrated by the dashed lines in figure I (a)-(c) .
In contrast to the simple DTW classification, our local distance is not simply the Euclidean distance d ( t i , rF) = / ( t i -r y [ [ of two feature vectors ti and r y , but is computed from ti and a second order statistic of estimated mean and covariance RY = (p;b, E ; ! ) of samples from a reference model (see figure I (b) ). Assuming that the probability density function (pdf) p y (x) at sample point j can be modeled by a unimodal multivariate Gaussian N (Rfi", x), a formula for the local distance can be derived to
The variable TZ is the dimension of the feature space, i.e. n = 3 in our case. The framework of equations (1) ( 2 ) is not considered in the optimization criterion, and thus the Viterbi path is a suboptimal solution in general. However, the classification based on this suboptimal Viterbi detection performs better in practice.
It is helpful to see the SDTW in relation to the standard HMM context [ I 11 : the reference sample points j correspond to the HMM states, the statistic RF = ( p y 1 E?) corresponds to the observation pdf which is associated with the HMM state j and P (4 ( j ) 14 ( j -1) 1, IC) to the state transition probability. With these correspondences in mind we will use the terms SDTW and HMM synonymously in the following.
Model Training
The training of the symbol models works as follows: Allograph prototypes for each class are first generated by an agglomerative hierarchical clustering with the simple Euclidean DTW distance. Methods are incorporated to control the number or diversity of the clusters, resp. [l, 121. Mean, covariance and transition probabilities for each cluster (1, IC) and sample point j are subsequently adapted iteratively by alternating Viterbi path detection and mean/covariance/transition-probability parameter reestimation from the samples on the Viterbi path. This training procedure is also known as Viterbi training in the HMM context. Care is needed in the estimation of the statistic of the angular quantity 0 [lo]. For iteration initialization the mean is set to the corresponding cluster prototypes and covariances are set to unity matrices.
SDTW and HMM Similarity
The framework for measuring HMM similarity is now obtained by a modification of the classifier. Looking at figure 1 (a) and (b) the difference between standard DTW and SDTW/HMM is that a pdf of the reference patterns is taken into account when computing the local distances d (., .).
In consequence it would therefore be straightforward to assign a pdf also to the second pattern 7 (which from now we will call Rl"') and compute a distance in a very similar way as in (2) and (3):
The component which has to be redefined is the local dis- 
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Pe (pl (x) , p 2 (x)) equals the dark shaded area Figure 2 . The Bayes probability of error
of overlap. The distance measure d ( . , . ) = 1 -2Pe (., .) corresponds to the bright shaded area.
X p e (PI (x) (x)) =z 1 min {TIP1 (x) , T2p2 (x)) dx.
It measures the area of overlap of two pdfs p l and p2 with priors 7r1 and 7r2 under the constraint 7r1 + 7r2 = 1 (see figure 2 ). This concept of the Bayes error is now exte,n+d to the SDTW/HMM modeling. Given two models R l and Rlk and an alignment path 4, the probability of a classification error in this two-class problem according to Bayes is the sum of all overlaps along the path divided by the sum of the integrals of all a-priori weighted pdfs along the path (which is N because we will normalize the priors to ffltkt + e l k = 1 and J, p (x) dx = l), i.e.
From all possible alignment paths there is one which is most probable to provoke a misclassification: it is the path @* with the maximum overlap P$'* R"k', Rlk , In order to compute P,* (R"k', Rlk) := P$'* (allk', Rlk) and @* with our minimization framework, we transform the simi- 
1)
containing a zero for non-periodic and the periodicity for periodic features (s = (0, 0,27r)* in our case).
We should note that the computation includes the numerical integration of the feature space, given that an analytical solution for the integration in (9) is not known in general. Consequently the complexity increases exponentially with the dimension of the feature space. For high dimension situations Monte-Carlo methods can be considered to overcome this problem. Fortunately, the applications for an HMM similarity measure mainly arise in the model training phase and thus do not require real-time computation.
Results
We have trained character models with the training method described in section 2.3 and using 20% (i.e. M 12000 samples, randomly chosen) of IC section (lower case characters) of the train-rOl-vO7 UNIPEN online handwriting database [3] . Several clustering parameter settings which influence the diversity of clusters have been evaluated. A good compromise regarding a minimum of models and a maximum of recognition rate yielded 237 models for the 26 character classes (and 88.7% recognition rate on a disjunct test set).
In the simulation we have computed P,* for any of the 2372 = 56169 model pairs Rlk and counted the misclassifications C (C'J1 is the number of samples of class 1 recognized as class 1') for all of the 262 = 676 class pairs.
Both tasks were performed on the same dataset. An example of the Viterbi alignment of two reference characters "U" and "a" is shown in figure 3 . For further investigation three post-processing steps have been applied for a direct comparison:
1. We reduce any set of K~J x Kl allograph prototype similarities { P,* (R""', ~' k ) } to one scalar value P,* (l',i) 2. Since our HMM similarity assumes a two-class problem, we define the error rate for recognizing character
Since P,* (l', I
) is the probability of falsely classifying class 1' into 1 or 1 into l', we define 6 1 , l as the error 'Minimizing 1 -2Pe instead of maximizing P, has the additional effect, that (for the chosen local transitions) the Viterbi path is not misdirected to a suboptimal solution (as indicated in section 2.2). When maximizing P,, the Viterbi search detects a path which covers as many grid not part of the optimization criterion. Minimizing 1 -2Pe gives a bias to short paths which is a more natural behavior and agrees with our Viterbi In the upper part the list to the right shows the "top 7" similarity scores relative to the given "a". The first entry in the list ( D = 0, P, = 0.5) corresponds to the distance of the "a" to itself. However, from a qualitative point of view, for 15 out of 26 classes the most similar and most frequently mixed up characters coincide (e.g. for the "a" the "U" has the highest similarity value p,* and also is the most frequently mixed up character). For 25 out of 26 classes the sets of the two most similar and two most frequently mixed up classes share at least one character. It should also be noted that high values for Pz also coincide with our intuitive judgment of similarity, as can be seen from figure 3 and other examples not illustrated.
The average run-time for the computation of one HMM similarity was = 6 sec on a PI11 600MHz using a numerical integration resolution of 25 x 25 x 9 (corresponding to Z, 5, e) grid points in the 3D feature space.
Summary and Outlook
We have presented a similarity measure for HMM based classification methods which is based on the Bayes error. The computation algorithm uses the same framework as the standard Viterbi recognition algorithm. This measure allows to analyze misclassifications, e.g. by interpreting the Viterbi state correspondences or by detecting similar model pairs. The measure can also be used as a stop criterion in the iterative HMM training or as a distance measure when clustering HMMs.
We have applied the similarity measure to the example of online handwriting character models and have shown a qualitatively close match of the most similar model pairs to misclassifications. However, the use of this measure is not limited to the application of handwriting recognition, but can also be employed in other areas where HMM based methods are used, e.g. in speech recognition or molecular biology.
It should be stressed that the suggested method is very flexible, i.e. any underlying pdf (e.g. mixed Gaussians, discrete probabilities) can be used instead of simple Gaussians. Also, the local pdf distance can be replaced by other distances like x2, Kullback-Leibler or Jensen-Shannon.
Interesting future work lies in the extension of this similarity measure to multi-class situations.
